We evaluate a class of learning algorithms known as inductive logic programming (ILP) methods on the task of predicting fault occurrence in C++ classes. Using these methods, a large space of possible hypotheses is searched in an automated fashion; further, the hypotheses are based directly on an abstract logical representation of the software, rather than on manually proposed numerical metrics that predict fault density. We compare two ILP systems, FOIL and FLIPPER, and conclude that FLIPPER generally outperforms FOIL on this problem. We analyze the reasons for the differing performance of these two systems, and based on the analysis, propose two extensions to FLIPPER: a user-directed bias towards easy-to-evaluate clauses, and an extension that allows FLIPPER to learn "counting clauses". Counting clauses augment logic programs with a variation of the "number restrictions" used in description logics, and significantly improve performance on this problem when prior knowledge is used. We also evaluate the use of ILP techniques for automatic generation of boolean indicators and numeric metrics from the calling tree representation.
Introduction
In this paper, we will investigate the utility of inductive logic programming (ILP) methods for the problem of classifying programs. In particular, we will explore the problem of predicting fault density in C++ classes, a problem that has received much attention in the software engineering community [ Basili et al., 1996; Chidamber and Kemerer, 1994 ] . In this problem, each training example is a C++ class definition, labeled as "positive" or "negative" according to whether faults (i.e., errors) were discovered in its implementation.
The goal of most previous research in this area has been to conjecture and then test hypotheses about which properties of software reliably predict faults; reliable predictors of fault occurrence are valuable during software development, since they can be used to improve resource allocation and process management.
The process of empirically testing hypotheses is fairly well understood. Given a specific a hypothesis, such as "high values of a measure α indicates fault likelihood", one can use a representative sample of data to test the hypothesis statistically; in this case, one might look for a statistically significant correlation between α and the occurrence of faults. The process of generating hypotheses is much less well understood. In previous work, hypotheses have been manually generated, based on researchers' intuitions; thus, many of the hypotheses considered in studies on fault-density prediction have been based on classical measures such as coupling and cohesion [ Briand et al., 1993; . Manual hypothesis generation is a wellestablished and valuable practice. However, advances in machine learning and hardware speed have raised another possibility.
We suggest a complementary approach, in which a large space of possible hypotheses is searched in an automated fashion, using inductive logic programming (ILP) techniques. In our approach, one first specifies a space of hypotheses; this space is defined syntactically, in terms of predicates that can derived from the source code. Next, a sample of representative data is given to the ILP algorithm, which attempts to build find a hypothesis which fits the data well. This hypothesis is then tested statistically in the usual way, using a second representative sample that was not seen by the ILP system; alternatively, methods such as cross-validation [ Weiss and Kulkowski, 1990 ] can be used to estimate the accuracy of the hypothesis.
This approach reduces the degree of human involvement in generating hypotheses. In our experiments, no set of numerical measures is manually generated; instead, the ILP system is provided with a representation of the source code from which such measures could be derived. In particular, we use a representation of coupling relationships among C++ classes (see Table 2 .1) which can be used to derive the measures of Briand et al. [ 1997 ] and others. The learning system then searches for logical conditions, expressed in terms of this representation, that reliably predict fault likelihood. If desired, constraints can be imposed on the sorts of logical conditions considered by the ILP system.
For several reasons, ILP systems are more suitable for this sort of task than traditional propositional learning systems. First, ILP systems do not require that examples are expressed as vectors of numbers; therefore it is possible to apply them directly to, say, a calling-tree representation of a function.
Second, ILP systems typically allow greater deal of control over the space of hypotheses searched by the learning system than propositional systems [ Adé et al., 1995; Kietz and Wrobel, 1992 ] . In fault prediction, training examples are difficult to obtain, and there are many prior intuitions about domain that can plausibly be used to restrict the hypothesis space. Appropriately restricting the hypothesis space has led to improved generalization accuracy in other, similar problems, in which examples are scarce and some prior information is available Pazzani and Kibler, 1992 ] . Third, while models that simply predict the likelihood of a fault are useful (as they can be used to focus testing) simple, comprehensible hypotheses are especially desirable, since such models could potentially be used prescriptively to avoid faulty software. In our case, the properties that we are using to predict software faults are all available at design time, and the models generated by ILP systems are compact logic programs that involve these properties. It would not be unreasonable to use broadly-validated, simple, and comprehensible hypotheses prescriptively to modify the design of the system to reduce the likelihood of faults.
Fourth, while ILP systems tend to be less efficient than propositional learning systems, this is not a substantial disadvantage in this setting, since the cost of applying even a very expensive learning method would still be dominated by the cost of data collection.
It is important to note that while ILP methods are well suited for this problem, the problem is quite different along certain technical dimensions than previously investigated benchmark problems for ILP. In particular, the data we are using contains many predicates that are highly "non-determinate" when used in the modes suggested by domain experts.
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As we will see, these differences cause problems for some standard approaches to ILP, and also suggest some interesting extensions.
After presenting some background material, we begin by comparing the behavior of two off-the-shelf ILP systems: FOIL [ Quinlan, 1990; Quinlan and Cameron-Jones, 1993 ] and FLIPPER [ Cohen, 1995b ] . We observe that FLIPPER is generally faster and achieves better results; also, surprisely, both systems produce less accurate theories when the hypothesis space is restricted according to expert intuitions about the problem.
Based on these experiments, we next explore the reasons for the performance differences between FOIL and FLIPPER. We propose and test a conjecture that the differences are partly due to a low-level FOIL performance optimization, and then propose an alternative strategy for improving performance on non-determinate problems. We also consider applying ILP methods in an indirect way-by first propositionalizing the data, and then using propositional methods on the converted dataset. Although this indirect method is suggested by formal results, it has been used to date on in only a small number of systems. We show that this method is useful even for this highly non-determinate problem.
Finally we consider extending the underlying hypothesis language with a variation of the number restrictions that are allowed in description logics, another class of learnable first-order logics [ Cohen and Hirsh, 1994b; Frazier and Pitt, 1994 ] . This extension allows the degree of non-determinacy of a clause to be used to discriminate between positive and negative examples. It improves performance significantly in certain settings, most notably when the hypothesis space is restricted. The data used in this paper was collected in an empirical study conducted at the University of Maryland [ Basili et al., 1996 ] . In the study, students were required to develop a mediumsized information management system. The final projects were then tested by an independent group of software professionals, and (among other things) the components that contained faults were recorded. The implementations were written in C++, a widely-used object-oriented extension of C. Software in C++ is organized into classes, each of which implements a different abstract datatype. Classes are organized into an inheritance hierarchy. The attributes (i.e., data fields) and functions associated with a class are called members. The members of a class can be either private, public, or protected . The private members of class C are accessible only from other members of C. Protected members are accessible only from members of C or its descendants. Public members can be accessed from anywhere. Additionally another class C can be declared to be the friend of C, which allows the members of C to access the private members of C.
Background

The Prediction Problem
In the study, faults were assigned to classes; thus every class became an example in our dataset. Classes were marked positive if they had any faults, and negative otherwise. There were 122 classes, 58 of which had faults. The development and validation of metrics for fault prediction is an active area of investigation in the software engineering community [ Basili et al., 1996; Fenton, 1992; Chidamber and Kemerer, 1994 ] Recently a set of metrics have been proposed [ Briand et al., 1997 ] that are based on "coupling" between classes; informally, class C 1 and C 2 are "coupled" if C 1 uses C 2 in some way, or if C 2 uses C 1 . The computation of these metrics is based on a set of relations that encode various types of coupling relationships between classes, as well as certain other possibly useful information, such as the inheritance hierarchy. These relations, described in Table 1 , were extracted from the source code using the program analysis tool GEN++ [ Devanbu and Eaves, 1994 ] . In all, 20,929 ground facts concerning these relations and the 122 examples were extracted; henceforth these will be called the background facts.
The background facts describe various sorts of inter-class coupling relationships, and can be used to derive values for coupling metrics. However, they also may potentially support hypotheses unrelated to coupling. For instance, the rule "faulty(C) ← mc(C,M,C,M)" predicts that a class C is faulty if it has a member function M that calls itself recursively. ILP algorithms produce hypotheses of this sort; each hypothesis is a set of Prolog-like rules, using the relations defined by the background facts and the fault data. The possible set of such rules is enormous, and testing all of them is infeasible, so the ILP systems constrain the search for hypotheses in two ways. First, they search for a single good hypothesis in a greedy manner; secondly, they allow search to be constrained by syntactic restrictions on the types of clauses that appear in a hypothesis.
One common way that ILP systems restrict the space of possible clauses is by mode restrictions. Every Prolog rule (more properly called a trmclause) consists of a trmhead or conclusion, and body, which is a conjunction of goals. Thus, in a clause such as
"p(X,Y,Z)" is the head, and "q(X,Y)" and "r(Y,Z)" are literals in the body. Under the assumptions made by the ILP systems used in this paper, every Prolog clause will be invoked with all variables in the head bound to constant values, and each variable X in the body of the clause will be bound at the first literal L in which it appears (reading left to right). We say that X is an output variable of the literal L if it is bound by L, and an input otherwise. In the list of suggested modes, "+" indicates a position must contain an input variable, "−" indicates a position must contain an output, and "?" indicates either an input or output position. Table 1 gives for each coupling relation a set of suggested input/output modes. If predicates are used in the suggested modes, then the resulting theories are more likely to contain coupling relationships, some of which are (by hypothesis) meaningful predictors of faults. Adopting these modes thus is one means of injecting prior knowledge into the learning process.
ILP Systems
Our first experiments were carried out with two off-the-shelf ILP systems, FOIL6.4 [ Quinlan, 1990; Quinlan and Cameron-Jones, 1993 ] and FLIPPER [ Cohen, 1995b ] . Later experiments were carried out with modified versions of these systems. We will now briefly describe FOIL and FLIPPER.
Background on ILP
The ILP systems used in this paper learn logic programs in certain constrained forms. The input to an system consists of a set of predefined background predicates, such as the predicates frd, mc, . . . described in the previous section, and a series of labeled positive and negative examples of the form
where each t i,j is a ground term. In the fault prediction problem, for instance, the examples are of the form +faulty(t) or −faulty(t), where t is a constant naming a C++ class. The logic program learned by the ILP system is a set of clauses of the form
where each body i is a conjunction of literals; in this paper, these conjunctions refer only to the background predicates, and are non-recursive. A new instance p(u 1 , . . . , u n ) will be classified as positive by the learned program if it is proved true by the program, and classified as negative otherwise.
In the ILP systems used in this paper, the literals in the body are always of the form of the
where q is a background predicate. Negative literals in the body i 's are interpreted using the Prolog rule of negation as failure, and each background predicate is defined by a set of ground facts (such as frd(widgetClass,windowClass)).
This learning problem is a generalization to relational concepts of the learning problem addressed by attribute-value learning systems that learn concepts in disjunctive normal form [ Michalski et al., 1986; Pagallo and Haussler, 1990; Cohen, 1995a The FLIPPER algorithm learning algorithm is described elsewhere we will only summarize it briefly. The basic FOIL algorithm is shown in Figure 1 .
FOIL is a set-covering type algorithm-i.e., it starts with an empty predicate definition, and then extends the definition by adding one clause at a time. After each clause is constructed, the examples covered by that clause are deleted, and this process continues until no more positive examples remain.
Clauses are constructed using a greedy method. FOIL begins with a clause with an empty body, and repeatly specializes the clause body by adding literals, guided by an informationtheoretic measure of clause quality called "information gain". FOIL considers adding any single literal NewLit to the body of a clause, as long as it satisfies the mode and typing constraints given by the user, and as long as it shares at least one variable with the existing clause. Algorithms like FOIL that combine set covering and greedy construction of clauses are often called separate and conquer algorithms.
FOIL6.4 adds a number of refinements to the basic algorithm outlined above, including an method for handling noisy data by stopping construction of a clause (or predicate definition) before it is completely consistent with the data. This stopping criterion is guided by a minimum description length (MDL) heuristic. Some sort of noise immunity is important on a problem like fault density estimation, in which it is implausible to expect that concept membership will be completely determined by the available background relations. A more complete description of FOIL can be found elsewhere [ Quinlan, 1990; Quinlan and CameronJones, 1993 ] .
The FLIPPER learning algorithm
Like FOIL, FLIPPER learns function-free Prolog predicate definitions from examples and ground background relations. Algorithmically, however, FLIPPER is quite different; it is a first-order version of RIPPER [ Cohen, 1995a ] , which in turn is based on the incremental reduced error pruning (IREP) algorithm [ Fürnkranz and Widmer, 1994 ] .
The first stage of FLIPPER is a variant of IREP that we call IREP * . (See Figure 2. ) IREP * is a set-covering algorithm: it constructs one clause of a predicate definition at a time, and removes the examples covered by a new clause c as soon as c is added to the predicate definition. To build a clause, IREP * uses the following strategy. First, the uncovered examples are randomly partitioned into two subsets, a growing set containing 2/3 of the examples and a pruning set containing the remaining 1/3. Next, a clause is "grown" by repeatedly adding literals to an empty clause guided by information gain on the growing set. Addition of new literals (growing) continues until the clause covers no negative examples in the growing set. After growing a clause, the clause is immediately pruned (i.e., simplified). Our implementation considers deleting any final sequence of conditions from the clause, and chooses the deletion that maximizes the function
where p (respectively n) is the number of positive (negative) examples in the pruning set covered by the new clause. After pruning, the pruned clause is added to the predicate definition, and the examples covered by it are removed.
After each clause is added, the total description length of the current predicate definition and the examples is computed.
2 FLIPPER stops adding clauses when this description length is more than d bits larger than the smallest description length obtained so far, or when there are no more positive examples.
3 The predicate definition is then compressed by examining each clause in turn, starting with the last clause added, and deleting clauses so as to minimize description length.
This greedy process can lead to a suboptimal predicate definition, thus after FLIPPER stops adding clauses, the predicate definition is "optimized". Clauses are considered in turn, in the order in which they were added, and for each clause c i , two alternative clauses are constructed. The replacement for c i is formed by growing and then pruning a clause c i , where pruning is guided so as to minimize error of the entire predicate definition (with c i replacing c i ) on the pruning data. The revision of c i is formed analogously, except that it is grown by greedily adding literals to c i , instead of to an empty clause. Finally a decision is made as to whether the final theory should include the revised clause, the replacement clause, or the original clause. This decision is made using the description length heuristic-the definition with the smallest description length after compression is preferred. After optimization, the definition may cover fewer positive examples; thus IREP * is called again on the uncovered positive examples, and any additional clauses that it generates are added.
Both FLIPPER and FOIL6.4 are both relatively complex learning algorithms, and both are direct descendents of the basic FOIL algorithm presented in Figure 1 . The experi-2 The description length of a clause is defined to be P i log 2 n i where for n i is the number of possible refinements that were considered in the i-th stage of constructing the clause, and the scheme for encoding errors is the same as that used in the latest version of C4.5rules [Quinlan, 1995] .
3 By default d = 64.
mental support for the particular extensions embodied in FLIPPER is described elsewhere [ Fürnkranz and Widmer, 1994; Cohen, 1995a; 1995b ] . FLIPPER, like FOIL, is implemented in C, and uses indexed joins internally to speed up evaluation of the function-free Prolog clauses that it hypothesizes. FLIPPER differs from FOIL in many other ways, most of which are not important for this problem. One important difference is that unlike FOIL, FLIPPER has a "declarative bias"-i.e., the user can define the space of clauses searched by FLIPPER by writing expressions in a declarative language [ Cohen, 1995b ] . (In this paper, we will use the term "bias" to refer to the hypothesis space searched by a learning program. A small hypothesis space corresponds to a "strong bias" and a large hypothesis space corresponds to a "weak bias".) To clarify this difference, note that the clauses constructed by FLIPPER and FOIL, as described above, that are built by repeatedly adding a new literal to the end of a clause body. In FOIL, almost any literal can be added; thus FOIL explores a very wide range of possible clauses. The user can control the set of clauses generated using a few specific techniques, notably by restricting the mode of predicates, and by command-line arguments that suppress generation of negative literals or recursive literals.
In contrast, FLIPPER employs a declaratively specified refinement operator [ Shapiro, 1982 ] , which allows the user to specify exactly how a clause can be extended. (For details of the refinement language, see [ Cohen, 1995b ] .) The refinement operator gives the user fine control over the space of hypotheses that is searched by the learning system. However, in most of the experiments described below, this feature of FLIPPER was not used; instead we wrote a script that converts a set of typed mode declarations, such as are accepted as input by FOIL, to a FLIPPER refinement language definition for the corresponding search space.
Experimental Results with FOIL and FLIPPER
Initial experiments
Employing the experimental methodology used by Srinivasan et al. [ 1996 ] in a similar smallsample situation, we estimated error rates with 10-fold cross-validation. The examples were randomly divided into 10 disjoint "folds" of approximately equal size. We then trained each learner on nine of the ten folds, and tested on the remaining fold.
Following this methodology, all 122 examples are used (at some point) as test cases. The predictions made by each learner on the test cases were recorded, and McNemar's test was used to compare accuracy of different learners. To compare learners L 1 and L 2 with this test, one determines if the probability P (L 1 is correct | L 1 and L 2 disagree) is significantly different from 0.5, as estimated by a 2-tailed test with the binomial distribution. If it is, then one can with high confidence reject the null hypothesis that L 1 and L 2 perform comparably on the test cases.
As a special case, one can use McNemar's test to compare a learner's performance with the performance of the default hypothesis. (On this problem, the default hypothesis always predicts a class to be fault-free). This comparison indicates if a learner's hypothesis is significantly better than just guessing the most likely class. This methodology is discussed and evaluated more fully in Appendix B. Table 2 : Comparison of off-the-shelf learning systems on fault prediction Table 2 summarizes our first results on the fault density problem. We give for each learning system the error rate as estimated by the cross-validation, both as the number of errors and as a percentage; the result of comparing the classifier with the default classifier using McNemar's test; and the average and maximum run time of the ten learning trials.
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For McNemar's test, we give the won-loss record of the learning system versus the default classifier on those test cases for which they disagree, and the confidence p with which one can reject the null hypothesis that the learner's performance is mere random deviation from the default hypothesis.
We began by comparing FOIL with its default settings to FLIPPER with the nearest possible approximation to this bias. Since we wished to explore the effect of prior knowledge on learning, we also ran FOIL and FLIPPER with some more restrictive biases, making use command-line arguments for FOIL, and FLIPPER's refinement language. First, we suppressed use of "negative" literals, of the form ¬L; the rationale for this is that the coupling relationships describable by the background predicates should make faults more likely, rather than less likely. These results appear in table as "monotone" FOIL and FLIPPER. Secondly, we ran the monotone versions of FOIL and FLIPPER with the mode restrictions given in Table 1 .
With the standard settings, and with the monotone bias, FLIPPER's average runtime was about 5-10 times faster than FOIL's. FLIPPER also gives better results with respect to error rate; for these biases, FLIPPER's results are statistically significantly better than FOIL's.
5 Further, only FLIPPER performs statistically significantly better than the default classifier (indicated with a checkmark √ in the table). The monotone bias appears to decrease the error rate somewhat for both systems, although the decrease is not significant in either case. However, injecting knowledge in the form of mode restrictions gives disappointing results, raising the error rate for both FOIL and FLIPPER (although not significantly). Somewhat surprisingly, the run time for both FOIL and FLIPPER is also dramatically worse with the more restricted bias induced by the mode declarations, with both learners occasionally suffering enormously long run-times.
Line F3 represents another attempt to inject prior knowledge into the learning process. It indicates FLIPPER's performance given a highly restricted bias suggested by the metrics proposed by Briand et al. [ 1997 ] ; this hand-coded bias also increases the error rate. These restrictions allow only 110 distinct clauses, each consisting of one literal with one of the predicates mp, mc, cmt, arf, or mrf, used on one of the suggested modes; followed optionally by either a single frd or isa literal, possibly negated, or a conjunction of negated frd and isa literals that collectively ensure that the two classes mentioned in the first literal are not related in any way by either inheritance (isa) or friendship (frd).
The increase in error rate with prior knowledge is disappointing for several reasons-not the least of which is that generalizing and validating the Briand et al. metrics was the original motivation for this work. More generally, one usually prefers hypotheses that are comprehensible to domain experts, since this increases one's confidence in the correctness and robustness of these hypotheses. This is especially true in a situation like this one, in which little data is available to validate a hypothesis.
In the remainder of the paper we will investigate the reasons why this apparently plausible prior knowledge degrades performance, and propose some extensions to FLIPPER which enable it to make more effective use of the prior knowledge. We will also investigate further the reasons for the differences in run-time and generalization error between FLIPPER and FOIL.
Runtime Differences
We conjecture that the increase in runtime when modes are used is in part a consequence of the highly non-determinate nature of this dataset. Recall that a predicate is determinate for a particular mode if there will always be at most one way of binding the output variables given the input variables. For example, if the predicate child(X,Y) is true when Y is a child of node X, then child will be determinate for the mode child(-,+) in a tree data structure, but non-determinate for the mode child(+,-). Determinate predicates are especially easy to evaluate, since no backtracking points need to be set, and in ILP systems, determinate predicates are often treated specially; for example, FOIL6.4 has special mechanisms for handling determinate predicates, and GOLEM [ Muggleton and Feng, 1992 ] allows only determinate predicates. Formal results also suggest that clauses containing determinate predicates are especially easy to learn Cohen, 1995c ] .
Unfortunately, many of the predicates used in this problem are highly non-determinate; in particular, the predicates mc, mp, mrf, and arf can be instantiated many different ways for some examples, when used in their suggested modes. For instance, given a binding for C1, there are many ways the literal mc(C1,M1,C2,M2) can be instantiated-in fact, almost every function call in a method of C1 leads to a distinct binding for M1, C2, and M2. A long clause containing many of these non-determinate predicates can be extremely expensive to evaluate.
While the mode declarations reduce the search space, they do not exclude these expensive clauses. Thus if the learning system is unlucky enough to construct expensive clauses while searching for a hypothesis, learning will be slow. It appears that on this dataset, expensive clauses are more likely to be constructed when mode restrictions are used. Presumably this is because absent the mode restrictions, there are some compact, inexpensive clauses that are highly predictive.
To test this conjecture, we extended FLIPPER to accept an additional parameter M which limits the number of distinct proofs that any individual example may have. Here a proof for an example is defined to be a binding for the variables of the clause body that makes the clause body true, assuming that the head of the clause is unified with the example. When M is given, then any candidate clause that can be proved to be true more than M distinct ways for any uncovered example is discarded. In other words, a clause will be discarded if, given bindings for variables in the head, it can be made true by using more than M distinct combinations of assignments to the variables in the body of the clause. Specializations of such a clause will probably require a large amount of backtracking to evaluate, and hence will be expensive to evaluate. By appropriately restricting M , a user can avoid expensive clauses, without having to commit to any particular syntactic restriction on clauses such as determinacy [ Muggleton and Feng, 1992 ] or locality Table 3 show the performance of FLIPPER with modes and with M set to 100 and 500. Even M = 500 gives a dramatic improvement in run-time, supporting the conjecture. This was true even though implementing this extension required us to disable one optimization made by FLIPPER.
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Unfortunately, the restriction also adversely affects accuracy. The increase in error for M = 100 versus no restriction is statistically significant (p > 0.95), leading to the surprising conclusion that it is helpful to include these extremely non-deterministic clauses in the search space.
Error Rate Differences
As a further test, we constructed an artificial dataset that is similar to our fault density dataset, except that the degree of non-determinacy and the amount of noise can be varied. We now turn to the differences in error rate between FLIPPER and FOIL. FLIPPER has been previously shown to obtain lower error rates than FOIL on some learning problems with a high level of noise, but little non-determinacy [ Cohen, 1995b ] ; thus one likely explanation for the difference in generalization performance is simply the differences in pruning strategies used by the two systems. However, the non-determinacy of the dataset suggests an additional explanation for why FLIPPER's generalization error is less than FOIL's. For efficiency reasons, when computing information gain, FOIL does not compute the number of positive and negative examples covered by a candidate clause, as shown in Figure 1 . Instead, FOIL counts the number of distinct proofs of all positive (respectively negative) examples. 7 In highly non-determinate domains, these counts can be quite different from the number of examples covered by a clause-and intuitively it is number of examples, not proofs, that is important in learning. Thus one would expect some degradation in performance due to counting proofs, rather than examples. Further, one would expect this effect to be most serious domains that are both highly indeterminate and noisy; when domains are indeterminate, then proof counts and example counts will differ most; and when domains are noisy, it is most difficult to choose the best clause refinement. To test this, we modified FLIPPER so that information gain is computedá la FOIL-from the number of proofs, rather than the number of examples. We conjectured that this would increase the generalization error. Line P1 of Table 4 shows the results for this variant of FLIPPER, using a monotone bias; it has a significantly higher error rate than standard FLIPPER (p > 0.99), supporting the conjecture. (See Appendix A for details.) We varied the maximum amount of non-determinacy from k = 1 to k = 20, where k = 1 corresponds to a determinate dataset, and varied noise from β = 0 to β = 0.3, where β = 0 corresponds to a noise-free dataset. We then compared FOIL and FLIPPER as these parameters were varied. Both the systems were run with a time bound of 10,000 CPU seconds, and FLIPPER was run with M = 100. Table 5 summarizes the results of this experiment, showing the differences in run-time (or a bound on this difference, if one system did not complete in 10,000 seconds) and also the differences in error rate (for those cases where both systems completed in 10,000 seconds). FLIPPER nearly always achieves lower error rates when there is noise in the data. This difference is significant, 8 and appears to hold regardless of the amount of non-determinacy. With respect to run-time, FOIL is generally much faster-except when there is both a large amount of noise and a noticeable degree of non-determinacy. These, of course, are the conditions that prevail in the natural fault density dataset. FOIL seems to be slow on these problems because it often "overfits" noisy data, and constructs hypotheses containing many long clauses; in non-determinate domains these are very expensive.
We also compared the error rates of standard FLIPPER with the proof-counting variant on the same artificial datasets. Of nine non-zero differences, standard FLIPPER has a lower error rate eight times, a statistically significant difference.
9 This again supports the hypothesis that counting proofs rather than examples is inadvisable in non-determinate noisy domains.
Experiments with other learning methods
ILP With Number Restrictions
So far, we have considered only off-the-shelf learning methods, and some minor variants of these methods. We will now consider some more novel learning algorithms that are suggested by the analysis.
ILP methods represent hypotheses as logic programs. Another class of first-order languages are description logics, sometimes also called terminological logics or KL-ONE-type languages [ MacGregor, 1991; Woods and Schmolze, 1992 ] . Several experimental systems learn description logics [ Cohen and Hirsh, 1994b; Kietz and Morik, 1991 ] , and formal results show that some fairly expressive description logics are pac-learnable [ Cohen and Hirsh, 1994a; Frazier and Pitt, 1994 ] .
One intriguing property of description logics is that they make it possible to succinctly write some concepts that are quite cumbersome to express in Prolog. For instance, given the predicate child, the set of people with at least three different children would be written (AND PERSON (AT-LEAST 4 CHILD)) in the description logic Classic, whereas in Prolog it would be written as the possible substitutions for X for the query ← person(X), child(X,Y1), child(X,Y2), child(X,Y3),child(X,Y4), Y1 =Y2, Y1 =Y3, Y1 =Y4, Y2 =Y3, Y2 =Y4, Y3 =Y4
It is plausible that such number restrictions could be useful in a problem such as fault density prediction, in which there are many relations that vary widely in non-determinacy. We thus extended FLIPPER to learn a class of logic programs with number restrictionsspecifically logic programs containing what we will call counting clauses. A counting clause is an ordinary Prolog clause that has an associated threshold k. An example e is classified as positive by the clause only if the clause has at least k proofs-i.e., if given the bindings imposed by unifying the head of the clause with e, there are at least k ways to bind the non-head variables in the clause that make the clause true.
Informally, to cover an example e, a counting clause not only must be true (given the bindings imposed by unifying with e); it must be true for at least k different reasons, where k is the associated threshold. If k = 1 then the clause is an ordinary non-counting clause. As an example, the following clause with threshold k = 4 covers an example p(e) iff e has at least 4 children: p(X) ← person(X), child(X,Y).
It should be emphasized that counting clauses are number restrictions on conjunctions of predicates, thus allowing one to also easily express concepts like "people with at least three female children", "people with at least three children enrolled in an Ivy-league college", as well as "people with at least three children". In particular, augmenting the background knowledge with ordinary arithmetic tests and a small number of additional predicates would not provide the expressive power of counting clauses-for instance, introducing the predicate "number of children" allows one to succinctly express only the simplest of the examples above.
In contrast to the previous extension we described, which seeks to limit the cost of nondeterminism, counting clauses are a means of exploiting non-determinism, by allowing the degree of non-determinism to be used in prediction. In fault density prediction, counting clauses allow a hypothesis to classify based on the degree of some type of coupling, rather than whether that type of coupling exists.
The changes to the algorithm required to implement this extension were minor, and affected only the procedures GrowClause and GrowClauseFrom. Whenever a new literal L is added to a clause c, the clause is tested against each example e, and the largest threshold k such that e is covered is computed. Based on this information, the threshold k that optimizes information gain for the extended clause is determined, and associated with the refined clause. In pruning the clause, these refinements are simply "undone"-in other words, when a final sequence of literals in a clause is deleted, the threshold k is restored to whatever threshold was adopted before those literals were added. We applied this extension to two biases: the monotone bias with modes, and the hand-coded bias suggested by the metrics of Briand et al. [ Briand et al., 1997 ] . Counting clauses increase the search space somewhat, and also require one of the optimizations made by FLIPPER to be disabled; 10 perhaps because of this, learning counting clauses can be relatively expensive. We thus limited non-determinism to M = 100 and M = 500 with the mode declarations. (The hand-coded bias is so restricted that run-time performance is not an issue.)
The results are shown in Lines C1-C3 of Table 6 . There is an improvement over standard FLIPPER in each case. This improvement is statistically significant for the two more highly restricted biases-the hand-coded bias (p > 0.999) and mode restrictions with M = 500 
One final experiment was performed using FLIPPER. As noted in Section 2.2, FLIPPER "optimizes" its clauses after it learns them. In RIPPER, the propositional version of FLIP-PER, this optimization step is repeated twice by default; the second iteration tends to give a slight additional improvement, and is omitted in FLIPPER only because of the greater expense of first-order learning. Since learning with the hand-coded bias is relatively inexpensive, however, we tried FLIPPER with counting clauses and two rounds of optimization. As shown in line C4, this offers an additional improvement in error rate, giving the lowest error rate we have achieved this problem.
Indirect ILP methods
Another experiment was motivated by the observation that the hand-coded bias generates a small finite set of clauses. This bias can be encoded propositionally by introducing one attribute a i for each possible clause c i . We considered two variants of this encoding. In the first, a i is boolean, indicating whether c i covers an example e. In the second, a i is numeric, indicating the number of distinct proofs that c i covers e. We then ran two propositional learners, C4.5 [ Quinlan, 1994 ] and RIPPER [ Cohen, 1995a ] , on the constructed dataset. The results are again shown in Table 2 ; lines I1-I2 summarize the results for the boolean encoding, and lines J1-J2 summarize the results for the numeric encoding.
In both cases, the numeric encoding improves performance over the boolean encodingsignificantly for RIPPER (p > 0.99 to the improvement gained by extending FLIPPER with counting clauses. These experiments also suggest using an alternative type of ILP. Both FOIL and FLIP-PER learn directly from examples and background facts. An alternative approach to ILP is to first generate logic program clauses, and then use these clauses convert the examples and background knowledge into a propositional form. One can then apply conventional propositional learning methods to the constructed dataset. A number of theoretically proposed learning methods [ Lavrac and Dzeroski, 1992; and at least one practical learning system (LINUS [ Lavrac and Dzeroski, 1994 ] ) rely on this technique.
We evaluated the following simple indirect learning system. Given a dataset, a set of background relations, and a set of suggested modes, we enumerated all possible clauses with at most k body literals. Each of these clause c corresponds to a boolean feature a c , which is true for an example x iff c covers x.
The approach is suggested by formal results concerning the language of k-local clauses. Define X to touche Y if X and Y are two variables appearing in a clause, and define influences to be the transitive closure of touches. A k-local clause is one in which every variable appearing in the body but not the head of the clause influences variables appearing in at most k different literals.
It has been shown that the language of k-local clauses is the most expressive that can be efficiently learned in certain formal models . Any monotone DNF formulae over the constructed features can be converted to a k-local Prolog predicate definition. Hence applying a learning system like RIPPER to the propositionalized ruleset is a plausible approach to learning k-local clauses.
The results of using RIPPER in this way (for some of the more promising biases) are shown in lines I3-I6 of Table 7 . With k = 1, the indirect approach is significantly worse (p > 0.99) than the comparable direct algorithm, monotone FLIPPER (lines I3,I5); however it is statistically indistinguishable from FLIPPER with k = 2 (lines I4,I6). Like the direct approach, the indirect approach fairs poorly with restricted biases (lines I5-I6).
More interestingly, a corresponding set of numeric features can be constructed using the same method used in constructing lines J1-J2 of the table; specifically, for each length-k clause c and each example e one can construct a numeric feature indicating the number of distinct proofs that c covers e. To our knowledge, this approach has not been used before real-world problems. RIPPER performs rather well using these feature sets-in all cases but one significantly outperforming the default classifier (lines J3-J6).
In general, learning time on the converted datasets is much faster than with the indirect methods, ranging from well under a second for the smaller feature sets to around 30 seconds for the k = 2 bias. However, the cost of propositionalizing can be high. 
Summary of all experiments
As a final summary, Table 8 lists all the experimental results obtained on this fault prediction problem. All the labels are as given above in the text.
Notice that given appropriate features, the propositional systems perform well on this problem-in particular, their error rates are not statistically significantly worse than even the best of the ILP systems.
13 Similar results have been found elsewhere [ Srinivasan et al., 1996 ] .
The benefit of general-purpose ILP methods is illustrated by lines F1-F2 and C2-C4, in which very good generalization performance is obtained, without any numerical metrics being explicitly defined. In spite of the larger search space considered by the ILP methods, these results are not significantly worse than the best results obtained using numeric metrics designed by experts (lines J1-J2). ILP methods that incorporate declarative bias have the additional advantage that one can systematically and gradually restrict these general biases to incorporate domain knowledge. Tables 9, 10 , and 11 show some of the hypotheses generated by these learning systems on our dataset. Each hypothesis is labeled with the line number of the corresponding experiment from Table 8 .
14 Notice that all these hypotheses are very simple; this is probably appropriate, given the small amount of data available in training. Table 9 shows the three strictly logical hypotheses (based on ordinary Prolog, or boolean variables) that were determined to be significantly better than guessing, based on the crossvalidation experiments. The simplest of these, for line F2, predicts faults whenever a derived Table 9 is somewhat different; this disjunct has two conjunct clauses, which emphasize different types of coupling [ Briand et al., 1997 ] . Table 10 shows the hypotheses based on "counting clauses" or numerical variables that were determined to be significantly better than guessing. Most of these hypotheses predict faults based on the number of function calls (sometimes with additional constraints). Typically a class with more than 15 or so method calls is predicted to be fault prone. This is closely related to the OMMIC measure in [ Briand et al., 1997 ] which was found to be a significant fault predictor.
The hypotheses shown in Tables 9 and 10 were generated by FLIPPER or its propositional cousin, FLIPPER. Table 11 shows two hypotheses generated by FOIL and C4.5.
Related work
The problem finding fault-prone elements in software systems [ Basili et al., 1996; Chidamber and Kemerer, 1994; Briand et al., 1997 ] has received much attention. The main contribution of this paper has been the use of ILP techniques to automatically explore a large space of possible hypotheses. This approach allows predictive models of fault density to be obtained without manually defining any numerical metrics; instead the ILP system is supplied with a high-level representation of the sample programs, expressed as a set of ground facts concerning inter-class coupling.
We have presented two novel machine learning algorithms: FLIPPER with counting clauses, and the indirect ILP approach in which numeric features were constructed based on length-k clauses. To our knowledge, no previous ILP system learns counting clauses-in fact, no previous ILP system directly measures the number of distinct proofs a clause may have, except for the special purpose of detecting determinacy. However, description logic [ Frazier and Pitt, 1994; Cohen and Hirsh, 1994b ] . A boolean version of the indirect ILP approach has been described [ Cohen, 1996 ] , but numeric features have not been previously investigated in this context. Morasca and Ruhe [ 1997 ] have explored the use of logistic regression and rough sets to discover correlations between reliability data and a set of different possibly pertitent measures. Their approach is more aligned with our interest in hypothesis discovery, since they are not testing a specific hypothesis as embodied in a particular metric. However, ILP approaches begin with base ground atomic facts, and synthesize logic programs, whereas their techniques begin with actual numeric measures such as lines of code, rate of change etc. The precise applicability of each of these different techniques needs to be studied further; however, it seems likely that ILP methods are likely to find relevant hypotheses whenever a) the phenomena leading to faults in software elements depend on the relationships within and between the elements and b) these relationships can be derived, and encoded as ground atomic facts, by source code analysis. Our work provides an illustration of this.
Conclusions
In this paper, we used inductive logic programming (ILP) methods to derive hypotheses about fault density in C++ classes. These methods build hypotheses from raw relations derived from source code, and software fault data; the relations are such that various coupling metrics can be derived from them. In our experiments, a large space of possible hypotheses is searched automatically. This approach is complementary to the more typical empirical approach, in which a small number of manually derived hypotheses are tested.
Using ILP methods in this manner makes it possible to discover novel hypotheseshypotheses that, while predictive, might not be considered by experts. In spite of the large search space considered, it is often the case that the ILP methods produce strongly predictive models.
Our experiments with the task of predicting software faults led us to uncover and correct several important deficiencies in the existing ILP learning algorithms. In particular, software fault prediction offers two significant technical challenges not present other ILP benchmark problems: there is a high level of noise, and the underlying relationships are highly non-determinate. We compared two off-the-shelf ILP systems, FLIPPER and FOIL. We discovered that FLIPPER gives significantly more accurate results than FOIL, and is also generally faster on the natural data. Experiments with synthetic data showed that FLIPPER is usually more accurate when there is noise, and faster when there is both noise and a substantial amount of indeterminacy.
Based on these experiments, we then proposed two extensions to FLIPPER. The first is an additional bias away from clauses that are empirically observed to be expensive to evaluate on the training data. This bias appears to improve run-time, at some cost in accuracy. The second extension is allows FLIPPER to learn logic programs containing counting clauses, a special case of the number restrictions frequently used in description logics. Such counting clauses exploit non-determinacy by using the degree of non-determinacy of a clause as an additional property upon which predictions can be based. Use of counting clauses greatly improves FLIPPER's performance when restricted biases suggested by domain experts are used.
We also evaluated the use of ILP techniques for automatic generation of boolean and numeric metrics from the calling tree representation, the numeric features being generated using a novel variant of a process suggested by theoretical results. These features also led to accurate predictors of fault density.
is when the null hypothesis is incorrectly rejected; in our paper, a Type I error would lead to an incorrect claim that two learning algorithms performed differently on the fault density prediction problem.
We also used the artificial data to evaluate the accuracy of the test. Using k = 1, we ran FLIPPER 21 times each with β = 0.2, 0.25, and 0.3, and compared the result to the default hypothesis. The average value of the z statistic 15 of the cross-validated version of the McNemar's test is slightly less than the average value of the z statistic for McNemar's test on the first 200 of the 1000 independent test cases; also the cross-validated version of McNemar's test made only two Type I errors at the 95% confidence level. 16 . Both of these observations suggest that cross-validated version of McNemar's test has an acceptable rate of Type I error on data of this sort.
